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resume.Q: How can I convert a vector to an array? I currently have a vector vector o; that contains some
random values. The vector cannot be changed because it is being used in the context of a game. Now I
would like to store the same values in an array float[] o_array; The vector, however, is too large to be
stored in memory. But I would like to use an array because of the memory efficiency (ie: less overhead).
Is there any way I can achieve this? A: Use a std::array instead, using the constructor like std::array
o_array{}; (or std::vector o_array{}; to create a copy). std::array is a data structure with a built-in way to
access data in it with some pre-determined initial size, so it doesn't need to be resized after use. That
means that you don't need to store the size before use, and you don't need to resize the vector every time
you want to insert. Unless I'm wrong about the use case, the vector is more than twice as large as the
array, and you only need the first 10, maybe 20 of those values. A: You have to split the values into
several arrays. One to store pointers, and another array for all the values. for (int i = 0; i values(o
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